Sports

Danes Keep Pace In SUNYAC's; Topple Fredonia

Cavanaugh's 20 Points Key 64-53 Albany St. Victory

For Fred Schwartz

The Danes turned in a 53.6 time that gave Albany a live yard lead over then ran a 55.0 section and Kun I'aige was even close to bin mile refay. Suddenly he looked up' poinih as a victory margin. Albany's mown. spongy track with two laps ol the ltack at kobisou Ciymclingini late i.

Final Lap Heroics Give Trackmen First Win

by David Oetken

Albany needed a victory to take the SUNYAC title. The Danes dominated the day with the Danes controlling the 3,000-meter run. The Danes also recorded a victory in the 1,500-meter run, and they had just come up with a big 2,000-meter victory.

Panel Studies Casino Gambling

by Matthew Cox

The 1979 toy Albany Student Press Corporation

Social Welfare Dean Resigns; Search Begins

by Charles Bell

The Danes were victorious in the SUNYAC track meet, winning the title for the first time in school history. They also won the 1,500-meter run, and they had just come up with a big 2,000-meter victory.
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Social Security
TOKYO (AP) Chinese Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-ping received an "impressive welcome" from Chairman Hua Kuo-feng and Egyptian Foreign Minister Mustafa Khalil and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Anwar el-Sadat on Monday. The meeting took place at Hua's request to discuss the need for closer economic and trade relations between China and Egypt, as well as ways to cooperate on anti-U.S. activities. According to Reuters, the two leaders expressed their agreement on the importance of expanding bilateral trade and investment. They also discussed the need for closer cooperation in the fields of science and technology, education, and cultural exchange. The meeting was held under the endorsement of the two leaders and was expected to contribute to the strengthening of China-Egypt relations.

WASHINGTON (AP) An all-out effort is under way to pry the United States from the Black September regime of Yasser Arafat, sources said. The aim is to force Arafat to comply with the demands of the U.S. and other countries, including the United Nations, to halt terrorist attacks. Arafat's overtures to the U.S. were made evident by a visit to the White House last week, where he met with President Jimmy Carter. Arafat said he was willing to do anything to bring peace to the Middle East, including the release of prisoners and the withdrawal of his fighters from occupied territories. The sources said Arafat's visit was part of a broader strategy to establish closer ties with the U.S. and other Western countries. The sources added that the U.S. was willing to negotiate with Arafat on a number of issues, including the establishment of a Palestinian state.

CORNING, N.Y. (AP) A group of SUNYA gay and lesbian students has launched an anti-homophobia campaign to fight discrimination on the campus. The group, which calls itself "The SUNYA Gay and Lesbian Action Committee," plans to hold a series of events to raise awareness about homophobia and the need for equal rights. The group said it would hold meetings with campus administrators and secure a place for a discussion with the SUNYA campus security system. The group said it would also hold a meeting with SUNYA administration and members of the Black Students Association on Monday. The group's leaders said they were encouraged by the positive response they had received from the SUNYA administration and the Black Students Association. They said they were confident that the SUNYA campus would continue to support the group's efforts to fight discrimination on the campus.

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) Although some state legislators have expressed reservations about the "gay political disunity" issue, the SUNYA gay and lesbian community was not discouraged. They said they were confident that the legislation would pass and that the campus would continue to support their efforts to fight discrimination.
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No Room For Racketball-ers

If you're thinking of putting a new pad in the gym, think twice. According to a member of SUNYA's Racquetball Club, there is no room for new pads. The member said that the SUNYA Racquetball Club had been operating in the gym for several years and that there was no room for new pads. He said that the club had been planning to put new pads in the gym for several years but that the SUNYA administration had refused to allow it. The member said that the SUNYA administration had refused to allow the club to put new pads in the gym because there was no room for them. He said that the club had been planning to put new pads in the gym for several years but that the SUNYA administration had refused to allow it. The member said that the SUNYA administration had refused to allow the club to put new pads in the gym because there was no room for them.

Co-op Construction Begins in CC

Construction has begun in the Campus Center to provide additional space for co-op. (Photo: Mark Miles)
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**Room Increases Possible**

"This budget has been cut off, and I don't know what the future is," said Bristow. "There's a nice feeling from an administrative point of view, and not at a certain point. We're a good option at Assembly. The Assembly might be determined, according to Bristow, that the Governor's and Student Association's cases and the court's decision that the Governor's actions are not only likely to survive this power."

---

**Co-op Action**

"Opinion polls have indicated the public will probably support the type of referendum," Lynch said. "I think the governor has the power to apply this panel the referendum is held." "Opinion polls have indicated the public will probably support the type of referendum," Lynch said. "I think the governor has the power to apply this panel the referendum is held."

---

**Got A Gripe?**

Drop Us A Line  
Gripe-Line.  
CC329

---

**To all of the wonderful folks at the Albany Student Press:**

THANKS  
(Except you, Theo)

---

**Albany Palace Theatre**

Sunday, March 25 at 8 p.m.

Tickets are: $7.50 and $8.98 a series. (Reserved)

**SS.OO**

Available at: The Box Office, Just-A-Song at 211 Central Ave., Drome Sound in Mohawk Mall and Fatones in Troy.
DUTCH QUAD BOARD invites you to a

Mixed Drink Party

TONIGHT

friday

up to 4 drinks!

9:30

9 PM

$2.

1.50; tx card

beer and munch!

SA FUNDED

EQUAL SPLITS

KEUN's equality issues are especially burning a general failure in the hang-up of marriage in the Soviet Union. The New Times writes that the "Soviet Union has a large number of married and single women. The women in the Soviet Union are the largest group of women in the world." The New Times report concludes that the women in the Soviet Union are a "larger group of women in the world than the men." The New Times report states that the women in the Soviet Union are "the largest group of women in the world." The New Times report states that the women in the Soviet Union are "the largest group of women in the world." The New Times report states that the women in the Soviet Union are "the largest group of women in the world."
Depression: A Cure for the Disease Called Happiness

In Defense of SASU

To the Editor:

Paul Agresta's recent attack on SASU is grossly unwarranted. He is right in pointing out the dangers of the current student government and its lack of understanding of the campus. However, he is wrong in his attack on SASU's purpose and goals. It is our belief that the student government is not an appropriate place to handle the issues that he brings up.

We believe that the student government should focus on matters that are directly related to the student body, such as academic issues and campus life. We also believe that the student government should be accountable to the students, and that it should be transparent in its decision-making processes.

Therefore, we urge you to support SASU and to oppose the attacks made by Paul Agresta. We believe that SASU is an important organization that serves the best interests of the student body.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]

[Email]

[Phone]

[Address]

Mating habits of the North American paper clip are explored

See page 7a

Trivia Time

Is off to see the wizard

See page 8a

Chris Costello takes the plunge into greatness

See page 3a

Elvis Costello takes the plunge into greatness

See page 2a

Fred The Bird moves off-campus

See page 8a

Baby-faced Forbert is not what you'd expect

See page 6a
UPCOMING RUSH EVENTS

Tuesday Feb. 13 Committees in action 8:00 CG 375

Thursday Feb. 15 Delta Sigma Theta 8:30 State U Lounge

Delta Sigma Pi
For men and Women Interested in pursuing their business careers.

MOHAWK CAMPUS
Open for ice skating and tobogganing.

Cross-country skiing is close by.

Open for parties and seminar groups.

For reservations and information, call between 12 and 1, Monday-Friday.

371-9491

Tuesday Feb. 13 Committees in action

UPCOMING RUSH EVENTS

CAMPUS

JSC-HILLEL PRESENTS:

Aharon Shashar,
Former Knesset Spokesman

Mr. Shashar will speak on
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All Welcome
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Recording

Elvis Costello: Heavily Armed

Elvis Costello has released his latest album, "Heavily Armed," which is considered to be his best work to date. The album features a blend of rock and roll, pop, and soul influences, and is a departure from his previous punk rock style. The lyrics are often political and socially conscious, reflecting Costello's concerns for the world around him.
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Addict's Guide To Vermont Skiing

Can't decide where to ski?
Follow our tour of the slopes of
Northern Vermont and discover
which resort fits your style.

The sport known as skiing has
taken on a new era of popularity on
people of all ages and levels of
skilled. What most people know is
that they will have a blast on the slopes and
enjoy the scenic beauty of the area.

In this month's installment, we will
take a closer look at the slopes of
Northern Vermont, focusing on
three resorts: Jay Peak, Sugarbush,
and Stowe.

Jay Peak:

Located in the western part of
Vermont, Jay Peak is known for
its challenging slopes and
cross-country skiing.

Sugarbush:

Sugarbush is situated in the
central part of the state, offering
a variety of ski conditions
and resort amenities.

Stowe:

Stowe is one of the most
popular ski resorts in the
country, known for its
family-friendly atmosphere
and excellent skiing.

After a rough day on the slopes, skiers have a choice, depending upon the
degree of their fatigue and the weather. Many choose to relax at a
cozy lodge or Monte Carlo bar, while others decide to go out for dinner
at one of the many restaurants in the area.

The Jay Peak area has a diverse range
of restaurants and bars to choose from,
including the famous "The Preacher,"
which is known for its live music and
friendly atmosphere.

The Sugarbush area offers a variety
of dining options, from casual cafes
to fine dining restaurants.

Stowe has a great selection of
dining options, including
local dishes and international
fare.

The slopes of Northern Vermont offer
something for everyone, from the
beginner skier to the experienced
professional. Whether you're looking
for a quiet ski day or a lively après-ski
party, you'll find it in these resorts.

To learn more about these resorts
and others in the area, visit our
website or contact our travel
consultants. We can help you
plan the perfect ski vacation to
Northern Vermont.

The information in this guide
is subject to change, so please check
with the resorts directly for
the most up-to-date information.

Remember: Ski safe and enjoy
your time in Northern Vermont.
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Mornings: Our team of wake-up people will get you going in the morning with a strong and skillful combination of news, weather, and great getting-up music. The morning with their combination of news, weather, and of course, great getting-up music.

Midday: 91FM carries through with a strong and skilled team ready to entertain you during your stops between class. Interviews, offbeat news stories, and much, much more.

Jazz: Perfect for the late afternoon wind-down, and Saturday evenings the best daytime sounds around.

6:00 pm - WCDB at 91FM.

Weekends

Rock Capsule: Touching down four times a day with the honor of our exclusive tape of their European tour last year. Including posters, tee-shirts, and, of course, albums, all in your entirety, with no interruptions during the performance. Tuesday and Thursday, 6:30 pm.

Front Row Center: You've got the best seats in the house for a taped live concert by a major group, recorded at their best. Host Dave Reisman brings you four days of the concert, in words and music, of one major group or artist, Monday through Thursday, 6:30 pm.

New* Address

Enter the 91 FM RAMONES Contest - dozens of prizes to be won. Winners will be announced the concert is aired.

Giveaways: Listen carefully, for any time during the day or night, you could be given away one of our coveted prize packs featuring our stars and others. Complete coverage of all sports action. Tune in and find out who your own team is.

91FM Sports: Three times each weekday, and four times over the weekend, our sports team gives you comprehensive and complete coverage of all sports events. Tune in and find out how your team did. We also bring you the most complete story in our area. Down-town game breakdowns. Front row seats and studio interviews talk on play by play by people who really know the game. 91FM gone to get it live.

Spectrum

Spectrum is your source for all that's happening around town.

Friday

8-12 Steve Otruba

Sports Is Here!

Weekdays at 10 am, 7 pm, and midnight.

Saturday at 6 pm and midnight.

Sundays at 6 pm and 11 pm.

91 FM Sports

Front Row Center

Monday 8 pm

The Kinks Live

Jackson Browne

Group of the Week

Spectrum

Spectrum is our source for all that's happening around town.

Long Player

National Lampoon Radio Hour

Group of the Week

Weekdays

7 am AP Radio News

10 am Live 91 FM News

Noon Live 91FM News

4 pm Live 91FM News

6pm Live 91FM News

8 pm Live 91FM News

10 pm Live 91FM News

3 am AP Radio News

6 am AP Radio News

Weekdays

6 pm

11 pm Sunday Only

Midnight: Saturday only

Rock Capsule Weekdays

9 am

9 pm

1 pm

1 am
Forbert Arrives Just In Time

I t was a well-known fact that children are curious. Many people have not had the advantage of knowing a lot of them, but never before has a child appeared more curious than Forbert, whose recording debut last spring on CDT Records was met with much fanfare.

Forbert has a way of looking at things that is interesting, and when all else fails he turns to the books. He is a voracious reader, and his knowledge of the world is vast. He is capable of covering many different moods and topics; his lyrics carry the analogy even further; but it is his voice that is most interesting.

Forbert's music is not to be compared with the music of the rest of the world; it is a completely different sound. His songs, filled with imagery and rhythm, are always catchy and memorable. His voice, rich and smooth, is a treat to listen to. His music is a true reflection of his talents, and it is easy to see why he has become so popular.

Forbert's music is not limited to the records he has released; his music can be heard on the radio, in concerts, and even in movies. His music is a true reflection of his talent, and it is easy to see why he has become so popular.

Forbert's music is not limited to the records he has released; his music can be heard on the radio, in concerts, and even in movies. His music is a true reflection of his talent, and it is easy to see why he has become so popular.
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**Concert Corner**

**The Gary Burton Quartet**

**Great Moments in History**

**Movie Timetable**

**Trivia Time**

**Fred the Bird**

**On Music: A Celebration of the Art**

**The Big Three**

They say that bad luck comes in threes. Well, it looks like this edge will come true for SUNY students and their pocketbooks. Governor Carey is attempting to deny the university system any growth in its austerity budget. In addition, the following might be a reality for students when they pay their bills next fall.

- They might be paying higher room rates. It has been hinted that a $50 per month increase is in the offing. Some say this increase might be proposed as an alternative to the tuition hike. Others, however, believe that tuition and room rates will be raised.
- They might be paying higher board rates. UAS General Manager E. Norbert Zahm has said that a board increase for next year may be necessary.

So where does this leave the SUNY student? A little bit poorer, that's where they will be. But the students have also been the targets for the cuts. In this time of rapid inflation, it is curious to note that students might be expected to work a little harder and pay the higher rates in order to feed the cost of increasing SUNY budget less than the inflation rate. They're looking at what happens when public higher education gets a few rungs on the political ladder.

Politics should not have to play a part in education. However, the politicians hold their pocketbooks over an educational system. It is time to lower oneself to their level. This is why the lobbying efforts being conducted by a SUNY-wide coalition headed by S. Franklin are being supported by students.

There is little doubt that this coalition is a worthwhile idea. However, it might take a minute to get over the politicians. Last year, when the student health fee was proposed to our distinguished legislators, they uniformly denounced it as being immoral and promised to support it. They then left it in the budget. The reason? SUNY had increased, therefore they couldn't delete the health fee because both were student fees. They were playing politics, and the losses were SUNY students.

The game has been against the politicians long. The politicians will say, "Fine, we'll lower the tuition rates, but your room rates must go up." And then a student hike would be expected next year, especially if the present trends continue.

That is why it is so important to support the fight against being waged. In the end, the students will be able to stop these increases, given enough backing from the student body. If not, then they will wind up paying for it in the form of increases in the "Big Three".

And they will have to look toward a pugnacious, victorious governor who will be presenting a possible "deadlier" "Big Three". The next Executive Budgets and a stringent SUNY.
Public Notices

Office of International Programs: Free Info. (For entering students) is available at the University Union. Call 462-2177 for more information.

Special Events:
- Valentine's Day Bash: Thursday, February 9th, 9:30 p.m. at the University Union. Tickets are $1.50 with ID. For more information, call 438-7617.
- Auditions: Get your act together and pick up an application in the CC Assembly Room. Application deadline is February 10th. For more information, call 462-2177.

SPEAKERS

- Galileo, the Father of Modern Science: February 9th, 8 p.m. at the University Union. Free admission. For more information, call 462-8282.
- Jewish Thought and Customs: Dr. Harry Levinson, of the Levinson Jewish Institute. It will be taught in three sessions. For more information, call 462-2177.

Miscellaneous

- Circle K: Circle K meeting on Tuesday nights at 7:30 p.m. in LC 12. Call 472-8212 for more information.
- BT own Womanspace. Tuesdays and Thursdays, 12:30-2, in CC. Open to all women. Call 462-2177 for more information.
- American Cancer Society: The American Cancer Society is asking for your support. For more information, call 472-8212.
- The American Cancer Society Telethon? Call the Gimmick Girls at 438-7617, 489-7809 or 462-2177 for more information.
- Telethon: Operation Telethon is one of the most important projects of the year. It is the only way we can help those in need of help. Call 462-2177 for more information.

For Albany Student Press copies (15c. ), stop at the Post Office in your dormitory and express your appreciation for the publication.
Last Second Jumper Gives
JV Cagers Edge Over RPI

Basketball
Leagues
League I
Leagues II
League III

TOM, WE LOVE YOU AND WE'RE GONNA MISS YOU

Basketball Shoes Sale
Leather high and low - Nike, converse, Adidas, and Pony, reduced $10.
Canvas high - Adidas, Nike, and Converse $12.
Canvas low - converse and Adidas $10.

Intramural Rankings

Awards for Excellence in Teaching

Student Awards

Interest meeting to organize committee on procedures, criteria and nominations

Sponsored by Student Association

Thursday, February 22nd
at 8 pm
Tickets are $5 with tax card
$7 General Public

Good Seats Still Available
at the Palace Theater

JSC Hillel
Ice Skating Party

FEB. 10
$1.25 if JSC member
$1.50 w/tax card
$1.75 w/out card

Heather Hacker, 457-6542

VOLLEYBALL
League I
1. Freedom Riders
2. B.B. Bombers
3. Rim Jobs
4. Cheap Shots
5. Savage Prairie Dogs
6. Bad Sneakers
7. Faces
8. MFs
9. Papaya

League II
1. In Your Face
2. Off and On
3. Bimbo's Bombers
4. Cheap Shots
5. Savage Prairie Dogs
6. Positive Transfer
7. Dega
8. MFs
9. Papaya

League III
1. Lead Feet
2. Number One
3. Mother Puckers
4. Cheap Shots
5. Savage Prairie Dogs
6. Positive Transfer
7. Dega
8. MFs
9. Papaya

ALL SOCIETY STUDENTS ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO THE STUDENT-FACULTY

Sociology Wine & Cheese Party!

Monday
3 to 5:30
Feb. 12

Join us in the fight against
World Hunger - March 2
Fast, sponsor a faster, and care for the

A MIA Council members. Any questions should be directed to

Gamma sponsored by: Psi and Omega-sponsored by: Phi Sigma Sigma

All sociology students are cordially invited to the student-faculty

LAST CHANCE! LAST CHANCE!
(at least for a while)

To take advantage of
Free Beer, Music & Munchies, and great people!

With us in Van Rens, Dutch
Fri. Feb. 9 9:00

All sociology students are cordially invited to the student-faculty

Super Sports

The New York State competition of Budweiser Super Sports will be held at Delaware University February 11th thru February 17th. The New York State competition will be held at Delaware University. The New York State competition will be held at Delaware University. The New York State competition will be held at Delaware University. The New York State competition will be held at Delaware University. The New York State competition will be held at Delaware University.
**Replacement SA Elections will take place Feb. 12, 13, & 14th**

Central Council Senate
- Off-Campus - 3
- Off-Campus - 1
- State Quad - 1
- Dutch - 1
- Indian Quad - 1
- Class of 1980
- Alumni Quad - 2
- Colonial Quad - 1
- Councilperson - 4

Self-nomination forms will be available in the SA Office (CC 116) starting Monday, Feb. 5th through Friday, Feb. 9th.

**The following positions are available**

**Sixteen All-Americans To Wrestle In University Gym**

**Strong Second Half Boosts Siena Over Women Cagers**

**ALBANY STUDENT PRESS**

**MON.-SAT. 9:15-5:45**

**THURS. till 8:00 PM**

**Open 7 Days A Week Till The Wee Hours.**

**AFTER YOUR WEEKEND PLLEASURES TREAT YOURSELF TO A SLICE OF ONE OF OUR 29 UNIQUE VARIETIES.**

**EVEN THOUGHT OF STARTING YOUR OWN FRATERNITY?**

**GRANDMA'S**

**Pine Tree Inn**

**219 Central Ave. Albany**

**465-4894**

**Unclaimed Furs!!**

**Cats, Jackets, Coats, Sweaters from $15 & Up**

**Ideal Furs**

**MON.-SAT. 10-6 5:30 WED. 11-8 THURS. 11-8 PM**
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**Danies Stagger By RPI 65-53**

By Tim Scherme

The Danes were still reeling from a 63-59 loss to the RPI Engineers Saturday night, but they were able to get their second straight win over the Engineers Sunday afternoon in a 65-53 victory at the Alumni Gym. Barry Clune led the Danes in scoring with 18 points, while Wlekliinski was in charge of the boards with 11 rebounds.

**Nationally Ranked Jersey City To Test Danes Next**

When the Danes return to SUNYAC on Thursday, they will see some pretty good competition. The New Jersey State College of Technology is ranked 17th in the East and will be an excellent test for the Danes.

**Grizzlies Host SUNYAC Tourney**

By Ken Barton

The Albany State Wrestling team hosted the SUNYACs this weekend. The Danes won their first winning record in six years.

**Student Voice Heard In Papers**

The Undergraduate Academic Council (UAC) failed to pass a proposal that was defeated by the Student Association (SA) yesterday. The proposal would have extended the spring semester by six weeks into the fall to allow students to take the S/U option.

**Svozerffy Still Candidate For German Chair**

By M. Z. Memmott

The search for a new German Department Chair is narrowing, and former SUNY professor Joseph Szoverffy is still a candidate, according to an industry source. The Committee on Academic Personnel has interviewed Szoverffy and is expected to make a decision soon.

**Student Task Force Taking A Look At Books**

The Student Task Force is looking into the possibility of organizing a book fair on campus.